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LionWise and Pioneer Partner to Serve Deli Foods New York-Style 
 

September 2016 – In Portsmouth, NH, you don’t have 

to travel that far to find an authentic, Jewish-style deli 

like the iconic kinds you find in New York City.  Gregg 

Schweizter, the owner and operator of Portsmouth-

based Bubby’s NY Style Delicatessen, wanted to bring 

a slice of New York into his city, and that’s exactly 

what his restaurant does.  Serving homemade dishes like 

matzo balls, borscht, beef chili, lox and bagels, Bubby’s is quickly becoming a popular restaurant 

in the Portsmouth area.  

 

Schweitzer recently opened his business and turned to LionWise, LLC as a POS software provider 

after receiving recommendations from another Portsmouth restaurant and long term LionWise 

customer.  LionWise worked with their hardware channel partner, Pioneer Solution, and installed 

their POS for Restaurant software modules along with Pioneer Solution’s StealthTouch all-in-one 

touchscreens and thermal printers.   

 

“Greg needed a system that was intuitive and easy to use from the first day that Bubby’s was 

opened,” LionWise National Sales Manager Robert Arnold explained.  Not only did the LionWise 

support team find Pioneer Solution’s hardware to be extremely reliable, but the combined software 

and hardware solutions led to “Bubby’s Facebook reviews from the opening day [being] very 

positive about the speed of service,” Arnold added. 

 

“LionWise is a great, user-friendly POS system that is 

easy to navigate through,” Schweitzer said. “My staff 

enjoys using it and my managers can use the editing 

functions with ease.  LionWise is very stable and 

provides full functioning POS capabilities for a 

fraction of the price of other systems on the market.”   

 

Pioneer Solution’s StealthTouch all-in-ones and 

thermal printers also perfectly complemented 

LionWise’s software modules since they offer 

outstanding value and speed in the hospitality 

vertical, as well as versatile designs.  Quick customer 

service and technological upgrades will also be ensured for Schweitzer’s systems through the 

Pioneer On-Site Service Plans he is using for his workstations and Pioneer’s Advance Replacement 

Service Plan for the receipt printers. 

 

About Pioneer Solution Inc. 

 

Pioneer Solution Inc. designs and manufactures a complete line of industry specific all in one 

computers, touch screen monitors, kiosks, and tablets. Founded in 1994 and based in California, 

Pioneer Solution Inc.  manufactures its solutions from start to finish in the USA which are 

deployed in Retail, Hospitality, Factory Automation, Gaming, and Healthcare environments. 

Pioneer Solution Inc. has built an exceptional reputation with its customers and solution partners 

for superior flexibility and responsiveness to customer needs including short lead times, long 

product life cycles (minimum of 5 years), easy customization, and quick turnaround. Pioneer 

http://www.pioneerpos.com/case-bawarchi.php
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Solution Inc. sells through qualified technology resellers throughout the US and globally. 

 

About LionWise  

 

LionWise is dedicated to providing simple to use, leading edge POS solutions to the retail and 

restaurant industries at a great price.  We are the developer of our own software (not a reseller) so 

are able to provide our clients with a wide variety of hardware options to best suit their individual 

needs.  Often, we are able to even configure our software to work within existing POS hardware 

set-ups. 

The LIONWISE software offers a refreshingly simple and intuitive design so that users can easily  

familiarize themselves with the existing systems without excessive training or expertise. 


